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E2.1 ELECTRICAL PLAN-EXTERIOR WORK
H1.1 HEATING, PLUMBING, AND FIRE PROTECTION PLAN-TYPICAL FIRST FLOOR
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STATE BUILDING INVENTORY NO.-CPD 01, CPD 02
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APPROXIMATE LINE OF CONSTRUCTION FENCE
FIRE LANE TO BE KEPT CLEAR FOR
DURATION OF WORK
CONTRACTOR PARKING
FULL 10 WEEK STAGING AREA
























































































































































APPROXIMATE LINE OF CONSTRUCTION FENCE
FIRE LANE TO BE KEPT CLEAR FOR
DURATION OF WORK
CONTRACTOR PARKING
FULL 10 WEEK STAGING AREA




































































0 4' 8' 16'
N
0 4' 8' 16'
NNOT TO SCALE
1 CONSTRUCTION PHASING PLAN - WEEKS 1-5
NOT TO SCALE
2 CONSTRUCTION PHASING PLAN - WEEKS 6-10
CONSTRUCTION PHASING LEGEND LEGEND
EXISTING BUILDING
APROXIMATE LINE OF CONSTRUCTION
FENCING
CONSTRUCTION PHASING GENERAL NOTES
1. FOR BUILDINGS NOTED AS OCCUPIED, PROVIDE
UNOBSTRUCTED AND SAFE PASSAGE TO AND FROM THE
ENTIRE BUILDING PERIMETER.
2. FOR BUILDINGS NOTED AS OCCUPIED, NO WORK CAN
OCCUR AROUND ENTIRE BUILDING PERIMETER DURING
PERIOD OF WORK OF UNOCCUPIED BUILDINGS.
WEEKS 1-5:
-BUILDINGS 1501,1502,1503, 1504, AND 1505 UNOCCUPIED AND
AVAILABLE FOR CONSTRUCTION WORK
-BUILDINGS 1506 AND 1507 OCCUPIED AND NOT AVAILABLE FOR
CONSTRUCTION WORK
WEEKS 6-10:
-BUILDINGS 1501,1502,1503, 1506, AND 1507 UNOCCUPIED
AND AVAILABLE FOR CONSTRUCTION WORK





















NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
AD1.0
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
State of Illinois
C  A  P  I  T  A  L
B   O   A   R   D
Development
Building a Better Illinois
Illinois Math and Science Academy
11/15/13
1500 Sullivan Road, Aurora, Illinois, 60506,
RENOVATE RESIDENCE HALLS
STR PARTNERS LLC
























EXISTING CONSTRUCTION TO DEMOLISH
EXISTING CONSTRUCTION TO REMAIN
DEMOLITION KEY NOTES
ALTERNATE KEYED NOTES
SEE A10.0 FOR DESCRIPTION OF DEMOLITION
SCOPE AT THE ALTERNATE WINDOW DESIGNS
DEMOLITION PLAN LEGEND
REMOVE EXISTING PTAC UNIT IN ITS
ENTIRETY. CAP ELECTRICAL AND PLUMBING
SUPPLIES FOR FUTURE REUSE.
1.! SEE MEP DRAWINGS FOR ALL ELECTRICAL
DEVICES, ACCESSORIES, AND COMPONENTS TO BE
REMOVED, REMAIN OR TEMPORARILY REMOVED
AND REPLACED.
2. PROTECT ALL MATERIALS AND FINISHES TO
REMAIN THAT ARE ADJANCENT  TO DEMOLITION
WORK.
3. MAINTAIN AND PROTECT ALL ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING ITEMS DURING THE




REMOVE EXISTING MECHANICAL LOUVER, WALL
SLEEVE AND TRIM.
REMOVE EXISTING DOOR, FRAME, AND
ASSOCIATED HARDWARE. CAP ELECTRICAL AND
LOW VOLTAGE SUPPLY FOR FUTURE USE.
REMOVE EXISTING FACIA AND SOFFIT.
REMOVE EXISTING WINDOWS, BLINDS AND
INTERIOR LAMINATE SILLS.
REMOVE EXISTING VINYL SIDING, TRIM, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS, FASCIAS AND RIGID INSULATION
DOWN TO STUDS.
NOT USED
REMOVE DOWNSPOUT ENCLOSURE  IN ENTIRETY
EXISTING MECHANICAL LOUVER TO REMAIN SEE
ELEVATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
DOWNSPOUT TO DEMOLSIH
REMOVE FULL EXTENT OF WALL COVERING,
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SEE 2/AD1.0 FOR VARYING
EXISTING CONDITIONS AT
BUILDINGS 1502, 1504-1507
SEE 2/AD1.0 FOR VARYING
EXISTING CONDITIONS AT
BUILDINGS 1502, 1504-1507
SEE 2/AD1.0 FOR VARYING
EXISTING CONDITIONS AT
BUILDINGS 1502, 1504-1507
SEE 2/AD1.0 FOR VARYING
EXISTING CONDITIONS AT
BUILDINGS 1502, 1504-1507




































































































































































0 4' 8' 16'
SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"1
BUILDINGS 1501 & 1503 - DEMOLITION FIRST FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"2
DEMOLITION FIRST FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"3
DEMOLITION FIRST FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"4
DEMOLITION FIRST FLOOR PLAN
BUILDINGS 1502,1504-1507 BUILDING 1502, 1504, 1505





















NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
AD1.1
Pat Quinn, Governor
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Development
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LINE OF SOFFIT ABOVE

















SEE 2/AD1.1 FOR VARYING
EXISTING CONDITIONS AT
BUILDINGS 1502, 1504-1507
SEE 2/AD1.1 FOR VARYING
EXISTING CONDITIONS AT
BUILDINGS 1502, 1504-1507
SEE 2/AD1.1 FOR VARYING
EXISTING CONDITIONS AT
BUILDINGS 1502, 1504-1507



















































































EXISTING CONSTRUCTION TO DEMOLISH
EXISTING CONSTRUCTION TO REMAIN
DEMOLITION KEY NOTES
ALTERNATE KEYED NOTES
SEE A10.0 FOR DESCRIPTION OF DEMOLITION
SCOPE AT THE ALTERNATE WINDOW DESIGNS
DEMOLITION PLAN LEGEND
REMOVE EXISTING PTAC UNIT IN ITS
ENTIRETY. CAP ELECTRICAL AND PLUMBING
SUPPLIES FOR FUTURE REUSE.
1.! SEE MEP DRAWINGS FOR ALL ELECTRICAL
DEVICES, ACCESSORIES, AND COMPONENTS TO BE
REMOVED, REMAIN OR TEMPORARILY REMOVED
AND REPLACED.
2. PROTECT ALL MATERIALS AND FINISHES TO
REMAIN THAT ARE ADJANCENT  TO DEMOLITION
WORK.
3. MAINTAIN AND PROTECT ALL ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING ITEMS DURING THE




REMOVE EXISTING MECHANICAL LOUVER, WALL
SLEEVE AND TRIM.
REMOVE EXISTING DOOR, FRAME, AND
ASSOCIATED HARDWARE. CAP ELECTRICAL AND
LOW VOLTAGE SUPPLY FOR FUTURE USE.
REMOVE EXISTING FACIA AND SOFFIT.
REMOVE EXISTING WINDOWS, BLINDS AND
INTERIOR LAMINATE SILLS.
REMOVE EXISTING VINYL SIDING, TRIM, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS, FASCIAS AND RIGID INSULATION
DOWN TO STUDS.
NOT USED
REMOVE DOWNSPOUT ENCLOSURE  IN ENTIRETY
EXISTING MECHANICAL LOUVER TO REMAIN SEE
ELEVATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
DOWNSPOUT TO DEMOLSIH
REMOVE FULL EXTENT OF WALL COVERING,













0 4' 8' 16'
SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"1
BUILDINGS 1501 & 1503 DEMOLITION 2ND FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"2
DEMOLITION 2ND FLOOR PLAN
BUILDINGS 1502,1504-1507




















NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
AD1.2
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
State of Illinois
C  A  P  I  T  A  L
B   O   A   R   D
Development
Building a Better Illinois
Illinois Math and Science Academy
11/15/13
1500 Sullivan Road, Aurora, Illinois, 60506,
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NOTE: FASCIA DETAIL VARIES AT
BUILDINGS 1506 AND 1507

















REMOVE AND PROTECT BUILDING


























ASSEMBLY TO REMAIN, TYP. EXISTING ROOFING A
ASSEMBLY TO REMAIN, TYP.
EXISTING ROOFING A

























































































EXISTING CONSTRUCTION TO DEMOLISH
EXISTING CONSTRUCTION TO REMAIN
DEMOLITION KEY NOTES
ALTERNATE KEYED NOTES
SEE A10.0 FOR DESCRIPTION OF DEMOLITION
SCOPE AT THE ALTERNATE WINDOW DESIGNS
DEMOLITION PLAN LEGEND
REMOVE EXISTING PTAC UNIT IN ITS
ENTIRETY. CAP ELECTRICAL AND PLUMBING
SUPPLIES FOR FUTURE REUSE.
1.! SEE MEP DRAWINGS FOR ALL ELECTRICAL
DEVICES, ACCESSORIES, AND COMPONENTS TO BE
REMOVED, REMAIN OR TEMPORARILY REMOVED
AND REPLACED.
2. PROTECT ALL MATERIALS AND FINISHES TO
REMAIN THAT ARE ADJANCENT  TO DEMOLITION
WORK.
3. MAINTAIN AND PROTECT ALL ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING ITEMS DURING THE




REMOVE EXISTING MECHANICAL LOUVER, WALL
SLEEVE AND TRIM.
REMOVE EXISTING DOOR, FRAME, AND
ASSOCIATED HARDWARE. CAP ELECTRICAL AND
LOW VOLTAGE SUPPLY FOR FUTURE USE.
REMOVE EXISTING FACIA AND SOFFIT.
REMOVE EXISTING WINDOWS, BLINDS AND
INTERIOR LAMINATE SILLS.
REMOVE EXISTING VINYL SIDING, TRIM, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS, FASCIAS AND RIGID INSULATION
DOWN TO STUDS.
NOT USED
REMOVE DOWNSPOUT ENCLOSURE  IN ENTIRETY
EXISTING MECHANICAL LOUVER TO REMAIN SEE
ELEVATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
DOWNSPOUT TO DEMOLSIH
REMOVE FULL EXTENT OF WALL COVERING,
DRYWALL AND WALL BASE.
DS
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"1
DEMOLITION ELEVATION - FRONT - BUILDINGS 1501-1505
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"3
DEMOLITION ELEVATION - SIDE - BUILDINGS 1501 & 1503
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"2
DEMOLITION ELEVATION - FRONT 1506 & 1507
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"4




















NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
AD1.3
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
State of Illinois
C  A  P  I  T  A  L
B   O   A   R   D
Development
Building a Better Illinois
Illinois Math and Science Academy
11/15/13
1500 Sullivan Road, Aurora, Illinois, 60506,
RENOVATE RESIDENCE HALLS
STR PARTNERS LLC




























ASSEMBLY TO REMAIN, TYP.
EXISTING ROOFING
ASSEMBLY TO REMAIN, TYP.
EXISTING ROOFING
ASSEMBLY TO REMAIN, TYP.
EXISTING ROOFING
ASSEMBLY TO REMAIN, TYP.
EXISTING ROOFING



































































































































EXISTING CONSTRUCTION TO DEMOLISH
EXISTING CONSTRUCTION TO REMAIN
DEMOLITION KEY NOTES
ALTERNATE KEYED NOTES
SEE A10.0 FOR DESCRIPTION OF DEMOLITION
SCOPE AT THE ALTERNATE WINDOW DESIGNS
DEMOLITION PLAN LEGEND
REMOVE EXISTING PTAC UNIT IN ITS
ENTIRETY. CAP ELECTRICAL AND PLUMBING
SUPPLIES FOR FUTURE REUSE.
1.! SEE MEP DRAWINGS FOR ALL ELECTRICAL
DEVICES, ACCESSORIES, AND COMPONENTS TO BE
REMOVED, REMAIN OR TEMPORARILY REMOVED
AND REPLACED.
2. PROTECT ALL MATERIALS AND FINISHES TO
REMAIN THAT ARE ADJANCENT  TO DEMOLITION
WORK.
3. MAINTAIN AND PROTECT ALL ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING ITEMS DURING THE




REMOVE EXISTING MECHANICAL LOUVER, WALL
SLEEVE AND TRIM.
REMOVE EXISTING DOOR, FRAME, AND
ASSOCIATED HARDWARE. CAP ELECTRICAL AND
LOW VOLTAGE SUPPLY FOR FUTURE USE.
REMOVE EXISTING FACIA AND SOFFIT.
REMOVE EXISTING WINDOWS, BLINDS AND
INTERIOR LAMINATE SILLS.
REMOVE EXISTING VINYL SIDING, TRIM, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS, FASCIAS AND RIGID INSULATION
DOWN TO STUDS.
NOT USED
REMOVE DOWNSPOUT ENCLOSURE  IN ENTIRETY
EXISTING MECHANICAL LOUVER TO REMAIN SEE
ELEVATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
DOWNSPOUT TO DEMOLSIH
REMOVE FULL EXTENT OF WALL COVERING,
DRYWALL AND WALL BASE.
DS
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"1 DEMOLITION ELEVATION - COURTYARD - BUILDINGS 1501 & 1503
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"5 DEMOLITION SECTION - COURTYARD (ALL BUILDINGS)




















NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
A1.0
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
State of Illinois
C  A  P  I  T  A  L
B   O   A   R   D
Development
Building a Better Illinois
Illinois Math and Science Academy
11/15/13
1500 Sullivan Road, Aurora, Illinois, 60506,
RENOVATE RESIDENCE HALLS
STR PARTNERS LLC




















CONSTRUCTION FLOOR PLAN LEGEND
WOOD STUD FRAMED PARTITION





NEW VINYL SIDING, TRIM, FASCIAS, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS AND COMPOSITE INSULATING
SHEATHING PANEL TO THE EXTENTS NOTED ON
PLAN.
FLOOR PLAN GENERAL  NOTES
HOLLOW METAL DOOR, FRAME AND SIDELITES.
PTAC UNIT, SEE MECHANICAL DRAWINGS FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
ALTERNATE KEYED NOTES
SEE A10.0 FOR DRAWINGS OF ALTERNATE
WINDOW DESIGN.
1.! REPAIR ADJACENT WALLS, CEILINGS AND FLOORS
AT ALL DEMOLITION AREAS WITH LIKE MATERIALS AND
FINISHES, MATCHING ADJACENT SURFACES, TYPICAL.
FLOOR PLAN KEYED NOTES
PATCH AND REPAIR EXISTING WALL IN THE AREAS
AS SHOWN.  PAINT SCOPE TO INCLUDE FULL
HEIGHT OF WALL. SEE A11.0 FOR PAINT
SCHEDULE.
PAINT ENTIRE CEILING AND SOFFIT AT 2ND




GYSPUM WALL BOARD AND WALL BASE TO
REPLACE REMOVED WALL COVERING AND
DRYWALL. SEE A11.0 FOR PAINT SCHEDULE.
1.! SEE MEP DRAWINGS FOR ALL ELECTRICAL
DEVICES, ACCESSORIES, AND COMPONENTS TO
BE REMOVED, REMAIN OR TEMPORARILY
REMOVED AND REPLACED.
2. REPAIR ALL MATERIALS AND FINISHES TO
REMAIN THAT ARE DAMAGED BY ADJANCENT
DEMOLITION WORK WITH LIKE MATERIALS AND
FINISHES TO MATCH EXISTING CONDITIONS.
3. MAINTAIN AND PROTECT ALL ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING ITEMS DURING
THE REMOVAL OF THE WINDOWS, SIDING,
FASCIAS AND TRIM.
CONSTRUCTION GENERAL NOTES
CARD READER-INSTALL NEW CARD READER
IN SAME LOCATION AND MOUNTING HEIGHT













































































































3 3 3 3
33
33
3 33 3 3
33
MOCK UP #1: PROVIDE COMPLETE IN-PLACE MOCK-UPS
AT THE LOCATION INDICATED, ON BUILDING 1501, FOR THE
FOLLOWING SCOPES OF WORK: INSULATING SHEATHING,
VINYL SIDING AND TRIM, WINDOWS AND GLAZING, SEALANT
AND PTAC AND LOUVER.  THE MOCK-UPS MAY BECOME
PART OF THE FINAL WORK IF APPROVED BY THE ARCHITECT.
 DO NOT COMMENCE WORK FOR ANY OF THE MOCK-UPS





SEE 3 & 4/A1.0 FOR VARYING
PLANS AT BUILDINGS 1502, 1504-1507
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SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"1
BUILDINGS 1501 & 1503 FIRST FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"2
FIRST FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"4
FIRST FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"3
FIRST FLOOR PLAN
BUILDINGS 1502,1504-1507 BUILDINGS 1502,1504 - 1505BUILDINGS 1506 - 1507




















NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
A1.1
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
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C  A  P  I  T  A  L
B   O   A   R   D
Development
Building a Better Illinois
Illinois Math and Science Academy
11/15/13
1500 Sullivan Road, Aurora, Illinois, 60506,
RENOVATE RESIDENCE HALLS
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SEE 2/ A5.3 FOR FASCIA
AND SOFFIT CONDITION










SEE 2/A1.0 FOR VARYING
PLANS AT BUILDINGS
1502, 1504-1507
SEE 3/A1.1 FOR VARYING
PLAN AT BUILDINGS 1502, 1504-1507
SEE 3/A1.1 FOR VARYING
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WOOD INTERIOR OF ALL
WINDOWS, TYP. 
PROVIDE OBSCURING GLAZING
FILM OVER TWO CLERESTORY
WINDOWS (TYPE W06) AT EACH
BUILDING.  SEE GLAZING SPECS.













































































CONSTRUCTION FLOOR PLAN LEGEND
WOOD STUD FRAMED PARTITION





NEW VINYL SIDING, TRIM, FASCIAS, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS AND COMPOSITE INSULATING
SHEATHING PANEL TO THE EXTENTS NOTED ON
PLAN.
FLOOR PLAN GENERAL  NOTES
HOLLOW METAL DOOR, FRAME AND SIDELITES.
PTAC UNIT, SEE MECHANICAL DRAWINGS FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
ALTERNATE KEYED NOTES
SEE A10.0 FOR DRAWINGS OF ALTERNATE
WINDOW DESIGN.
1." REPAIR ADJACENT WALLS, CEILINGS AND FLOORS
AT ALL DEMOLITION AREAS WITH LIKE MATERIALS AND
FINISHES, MATCHING ADJACENT SURFACES, TYPICAL.
FLOOR PLAN KEYED NOTES
PATCH AND REPAIR EXISTING WALL IN THE AREAS
AS SHOWN.  PAINT SCOPE TO INCLUDE FULL
HEIGHT OF WALL. SEE A11.0 FOR PAINT
SCHEDULE.
PAINT ENTIRE CEILING AND SOFFIT AT 2ND




GYSPUM WALL BOARD AND WALL BASE TO
REPLACE REMOVED WALL COVERING AND
DRYWALL. SEE A11.0 FOR PAINT SCHEDULE.
1." SEE MEP DRAWINGS FOR ALL ELECTRICAL
DEVICES, ACCESSORIES, AND COMPONENTS TO
BE REMOVED, REMAIN OR TEMPORARILY
REMOVED AND REPLACED.
2. REPAIR ALL MATERIALS AND FINISHES TO
REMAIN THAT ARE DAMAGED BY ADJANCENT
DEMOLITION WORK WITH LIKE MATERIALS AND
FINISHES TO MATCH EXISTING CONDITIONS.
3. MAINTAIN AND PROTECT ALL ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING ITEMS DURING
THE REMOVAL OF THE WINDOWS, SIDING,
FASCIAS AND TRIM.
CONSTRUCTION GENERAL NOTES
CARD READER-INSTALL NEW CARD READER
IN SAME LOCATION AND MOUNTING HEIGHT
AS EXISTING CARD READER
CR

































































SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"1
BUILDINGS 1501 & 1503 SECOND FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"3
SECOND FLOOR PLAN
SCALE: 1/8"   =    1'-0"2 SECOND FLOOR PLAN




















NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
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Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
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EXTERIOR ELEVATION KEYED NOTES
PERFORATED VINYL SOFFIT
FIBERGLASS WINDOW  PER 10 SERIES
DRAWINGS.
S1 - VINYL SIDING, TRIM, FASCIAS, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS AND COMPOSITE INSULATING
SHEATHING PANEL.  SEE SPECIFICATIONS
FOR S1 COLOR.
HOLLOW METAL DOOR, FRAME AND SIDELITES.
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM LOUVER  AND WALL
SLEEVE AT PTAC UNITS. COLOR OF LOUVER
AND WALL SLEEVE TO BE CUSTOM AND
MATCH ADJACENT SIDING COLOR.  SEE
MECHANICAL DRAWINGS AND
SPECIFICATIONS.
30" DIA. ARCHITECTURAL LOUVER. COLOR
OF LOUVER TO BE CUSTOM AND MATCH
ADJACENT SIDING COLOR.  VERIFY
DIMENSION OF ROUGH OPENING IN FIELD.
VINYL SIDING, TRIM, FASCIAS, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS AND COMPOSITE INSULATING
SHEATHING PANEL.
DS DOWNSPOUT- MATCH EXISTING LOCATIONSAND QUANTITIES
POWER WASH AND CLEAN ALL EXPOSED
FOUNDATION WALL SURFACES WITH
CONCRETE CLEANER AS SPECIFIED.
EXISTING LOUVERS AT MECHANICAL ROOMS TO
BE REMOVED, CLEANED, REFINISHED AND
REINSTALLED.  FINISH WITH A CORROSION
RESISTANT PAINT. CUSTOM PAINT COLOR TO
MATCH ADJACENT SIDING COLOR.
EXTERIOR ELEVATION GENERAL NOTES
TUBE STEEL POST TO PROVIDE SUPPORT AND
ATTACHMENT TO DOWNSPOUT
1.! SEE MEP DRAWINGS FOR ALL ELECTRICAL
DEVICES, ACCESSORIES, AND COMPONENTS TO
BE REMOVED, REMAIN OR TEMPORARILY
REMOVED AND REPLACED.
2. REPAIR ALL MATERIALS AND FINISHES TO
REMAIN THAT ARE DAMAGED BY ADJANCENT
DEMOLITION WORK WITH LIKE MATERIALS AND
FINISHES TO MATCH EXISTING CONDITIONS.
3. MAINTAIN AND PROTECT ALL ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING ITEMS DURING THE
INSTALLATION OF THE WINDOWS, SIDING,
FASCIAS AND TRIM.
4. THE LOCATION OF ALL GUTTERS AND
DOWNSPOUTS ARE TO MATCH EXISTING.  THE
LOCATIONS OF DRAIN STUB UPS AT GRADE
SHOULD NOT BE MOVED.
S2 - VINYL SIDING, TRIM, FASCIAS, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS AND COMPOSITE INSULATING
SHEATHING PANEL. SEE SPECIFICATIONS
FOR S2 COLOR.
1" J-CHANNEL TRIM
3 1/3" CORNERPOST (CORNER POSTS AT S-2
SIDING TO MATCH COLOR OF S-2 SIDING)
INSIDE CORNERPOST














































SEE 2/ A3.0 FOR VARYING
EXISTING SOFFIT CONDITIONS.
DSDSDSDSDS DS
BUILDING NAME SIGNAGE AT BUILDINGS 1501
AND 1503 TO BE REMOVED, PROTECTED, AND









1 1 5 2
34
71011 13
ENTRY DOOR PANELS TO BE PAINTED A DIFFERENT
COLOR AT EACH OF THE 7 BUILDINGS. SEE
SPECIFICATIONS FOR SCHEDULE OF PAINT COLORS.
LOCATION OF NEW METAL SIGNAGE
WITH BUILDING NUMBER AT BUILDINGS
1501 AND 1503. SEE 6/A3.1 FOR DETAIL
11
SEE  2/A10.0 FOR ALTERNATE
G-1 WINDOW DESIGN
CORNER POSTS AT S-2 SIDING TO




























HOSE BIB BLOCKS AT ALL HOSE BIB

























LOCATION OF NEW METAL SIGNAGE
WITH BUILDING NUMBER AT BUILDINGS






















ENTRY DOOR PANELS TO BE
PAINTED A DIFFERENT COLOR AT
EACH OF THE 7 BUILDINGS. SEE














BUILDINGS 1506 & 1507
HAVE A LOWER SOFFIT AND


































































SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"3 EXTERIOR ELEVATION - SIDE -BUILDINGS 1501 &1503
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"1 EXTERIOR ELEVATION - FRONT - 1501 & 1505
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"4 EXTERIOR ELEVATION - ENTRY 1502, 1504-1507
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"2 EXTERIOR ELEVATION - FRONT - BUILDINGS 1506-1507
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DSDS DSBUILDING NAME SIGNAGE ATBUILDINGS 1501 AND 1503
TO BE REMOVED, PROTECTED






















































































































2 SIGNS PER BUILDING (14
TOTAL). NUMBER ON SIGN








COLOR: METALLIC GOLD 1501
NUMBERS ARE 5" TALL
WITH ARIAL NARROW FONT.
COLOR: METALLIC GOLD
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"5 ELEVATION - COURTYARD - (ALL BUILDINGS)
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"4 ELEVATION - COURTYARD - BUILDINGS 1506 & 1507
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"3 ELEVATION - COURTYARD - BUILDINGS 1501-1505
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"1 ELEVATION - COURTYARD - BUILDINGS 1501-1505
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"2 ELEVATION - COURTYARD - BUILDINGS 1506-1507


















EXTERIOR ELEVATION KEYED NOTES
PERFORATED VINYL SOFFIT
FIBERGLASS WINDOW  PER 10 SERIES
DRAWINGS.
S1 - VINYL SIDING, TRIM, FASCIAS, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS AND COMPOSITE INSULATING
SHEATHING PANEL.  SEE SPECIFICATIONS
FOR S1 COLOR.
HOLLOW METAL DOOR, FRAME AND SIDELITES.
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM LOUVER  AND WALL
SLEEVE AT PTAC UNITS. COLOR OF LOUVER
AND WALL SLEEVE TO BE CUSTOM AND
MATCH ADJACENT SIDING COLOR.  SEE
MECHANICAL DRAWINGS AND
SPECIFICATIONS.
30" DIA. ARCHITECTURAL LOUVER. COLOR
OF LOUVER TO BE CUSTOM AND MATCH
ADJACENT SIDING COLOR.  VERIFY
DIMENSION OF ROUGH OPENING IN FIELD.
VINYL SIDING, TRIM, FASCIAS, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS AND COMPOSITE INSULATING
SHEATHING PANEL.
DS DOWNSPOUT- MATCH EXISTING LOCATIONSAND QUANTITIES
POWER WASH AND CLEAN ALL EXPOSED
FOUNDATION WALL SURFACES WITH
CONCRETE CLEANER AS SPECIFIED.
EXISTING LOUVERS AT MECHANICAL ROOMS TO
BE REMOVED, CLEANED, REFINISHED AND
REINSTALLED.  FINISH WITH A CORROSION
RESISTANT PAINT. CUSTOM PAINT COLOR TO
MATCH ADJACENT SIDING COLOR.
EXTERIOR ELEVATION GENERAL NOTES
TUBE STEEL POST TO PROVIDE SUPPORT AND
ATTACHMENT TO DOWNSPOUT
1.! SEE MEP DRAWINGS FOR ALL ELECTRICAL
DEVICES, ACCESSORIES, AND COMPONENTS TO
BE REMOVED, REMAIN OR TEMPORARILY
REMOVED AND REPLACED.
2. REPAIR ALL MATERIALS AND FINISHES TO
REMAIN THAT ARE DAMAGED BY ADJANCENT
DEMOLITION WORK WITH LIKE MATERIALS AND
FINISHES TO MATCH EXISTING CONDITIONS.
3. MAINTAIN AND PROTECT ALL ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING ITEMS DURING THE
INSTALLATION OF THE WINDOWS, SIDING,
FASCIAS AND TRIM.
4. THE LOCATION OF ALL GUTTERS AND
DOWNSPOUTS ARE TO MATCH EXISTING.  THE
LOCATIONS OF DRAIN STUB UPS AT GRADE
SHOULD NOT BE MOVED.
S2 - VINYL SIDING, TRIM, FASCIAS, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS AND COMPOSITE INSULATING
SHEATHING PANEL. SEE SPECIFICATIONS
FOR S2 COLOR.
1" J-CHANNEL TRIM
3 1/3" CORNERPOST (CORNER POSTS AT S-2
SIDING TO MATCH COLOR OF S-2 SIDING)
INSIDE CORNERPOST
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T/ 1ST FIN. FLR
T/ 2ND FIN. FLR
T/ WALL
(@ DORMS)
PAINT COLOR ON CUSTOM
ALUMINUM CORNER
TRIM TO MATCH WHITE
ON WINDOW FRAMES
CORNERPOST AT S2
VINYL SIDING TO MATCH

















EXTERIOR ELEVATION KEYED NOTES
PERFORATED VINYL SOFFIT
FIBERGLASS WINDOW  PER 10 SERIES
DRAWINGS.
S1 - VINYL SIDING, TRIM, FASCIAS, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS AND COMPOSITE INSULATING
SHEATHING PANEL.  SEE SPECIFICATIONS
FOR S1 COLOR.
HOLLOW METAL DOOR, FRAME AND SIDELITES.
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM LOUVER  AND WALL
SLEEVE AT PTAC UNITS. COLOR OF LOUVER
AND WALL SLEEVE TO BE CUSTOM AND
MATCH ADJACENT SIDING COLOR.  SEE
MECHANICAL DRAWINGS AND
SPECIFICATIONS.
30" DIA. ARCHITECTURAL LOUVER. COLOR
OF LOUVER TO BE CUSTOM AND MATCH
ADJACENT SIDING COLOR.  VERIFY
DIMENSION OF ROUGH OPENING IN FIELD.
VINYL SIDING, TRIM, FASCIAS, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS AND COMPOSITE INSULATING
SHEATHING PANEL.
DS DOWNSPOUT- MATCH EXISTING LOCATIONSAND QUANTITIES
POWER WASH AND CLEAN ALL EXPOSED
FOUNDATION WALL SURFACES WITH
CONCRETE CLEANER AS SPECIFIED.
EXISTING LOUVERS AT MECHANICAL ROOMS TO
BE REMOVED, CLEANED, REFINISHED AND
REINSTALLED.  FINISH WITH A CORROSION
RESISTANT PAINT. CUSTOM PAINT COLOR TO
MATCH ADJACENT SIDING COLOR.
EXTERIOR ELEVATION GENERAL NOTES
TUBE STEEL POST TO PROVIDE SUPPORT AND
ATTACHMENT TO DOWNSPOUT
1.! SEE MEP DRAWINGS FOR ALL ELECTRICAL
DEVICES, ACCESSORIES, AND COMPONENTS TO
BE REMOVED, REMAIN OR TEMPORARILY
REMOVED AND REPLACED.
2. REPAIR ALL MATERIALS AND FINISHES TO
REMAIN THAT ARE DAMAGED BY ADJANCENT
DEMOLITION WORK WITH LIKE MATERIALS AND
FINISHES TO MATCH EXISTING CONDITIONS.
3. MAINTAIN AND PROTECT ALL ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING ITEMS DURING THE
INSTALLATION OF THE WINDOWS, SIDING,
FASCIAS AND TRIM.
4. THE LOCATION OF ALL GUTTERS AND
DOWNSPOUTS ARE TO MATCH EXISTING.  THE
LOCATIONS OF DRAIN STUB UPS AT GRADE
SHOULD NOT BE MOVED.
S2 - VINYL SIDING, TRIM, FASCIAS, GUTTERS,
DOWNSPOUTS AND COMPOSITE INSULATING
SHEATHING PANEL. SEE SPECIFICATIONS
FOR S2 COLOR.
1" J-CHANNEL TRIM
3 1/3" CORNERPOST (CORNER POSTS AT S-2
SIDING TO MATCH COLOR OF S-2 SIDING)
INSIDE CORNERPOST





































PAINT COLOR ON CUSTOM
ALUMINUM CORNER TRIM TO







CORNERPOST AT S2 VINYL
SIDING TO MATCH COLOR OF




NOTE: SEE SHEET A10.0 FOR
ALTERNATE G-1
SCALE: 1/2"   =    1'-0"1
ENLARGED EXTERIOR ELEVATION - BUILDINGS 1501 - 1503
SCALE: 1/2"   =    1'-0"2
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06 WOOD AND PLASTIC
06-A1 WOOD BLOCKING
06-A3 EXISTING WOOD FRAME CONSTRUCTION TO REMAIN
06-A4 SOLID WOOD TRIM. PAINT TO MATCH ADJACENT INTERIOR WOOD 
FRAME OF WINDOWS.
06-A5 COMPOSITE INSULATING SHEATHING PANEL WITH INTEGRAL WATER 
AND AIR BARRIER.
06-A6 SELF ADHERING FLASHING TAPE
06-B1 PLASTIC LAMINATE WINDOW SILL. ALL EXPOSED SURFACES TO 
RECEIVE PLASTIC LAMINATE. CAULK ALL JOINTS BETWEEN SILL AND 
ADJACENT MATERIALS.
07 THERMAL AND MOISTURE PROTECTION
07-E3 EXISTING BATT INSULATION TO REMAIN
07-G1 20 GAUGE PREFINISHED ALUMINUM FLASHING WITH DRIP EDGE. PULL 
BACK EXISTING ROOF SHINGLES TO ALLOW FLASHING TO OVERLAP 
SHINGLES A MINIMUM OF 2".  REATTACH ROOF SHINGLES AFTER 
COMPLETION OF FLASHING INSTALLATION. 
07-G2 VINYL SIDING
07-G3 20 GAUGE PREFINISHED ALUMINUM FASCIA
07-G4 PERFORATED VINYL SOFFIT AND TRIM
07-G5 DOWNSPOUT / GUTTER
07-G6 1" POCKET J CHANNEL TRIM
07-G7 3 1/3" CORNER POST (COLOR OF CORNER POSTS AT S-2 SIDING TO
MATCH COLOR OF S-2 SIDING)
07-G8 5" CORNER CAP 
07-G9 5" LINEAL TRIM
07-G10 PREFINISHED ALUMINUM TRIM. SEAL TO ADJACENT CONSTRUCTION 
TO PROVIDE AN AIR AND WATER TIGHT INSTALLATION.
07-J1 20 GAUGE STAINLESS STEEL STEEL FLASHING WITH DRIP EDGE
07-J2 20 GAUGE STAINLESS STEEL FLASHING.  PULL BACK EXISTING ROOF 
SHINGLES TO ALLOW FLASHING TO OVERLAP SHINGLES A MINIMUM 
OF 2".  REATTACHED ROOF SHINGLES AFTER COMPLETION OF 
FLASHING INSTALLATION.
07-K1 SEALANT WITH BACKER ROD
08 DOORS, FRAMES AND WINDOWS
08-A1 HOLLOW METAL DOOR - SEE SCHEDULE AND DETAILS
08-A2 HOLLOW METAL DOOR FRAME
08-F1 FIBERGLASS WINDOW 
08-L1 GLAZING
08-K1 EXTRUDED ALUMINUM LOUVER AND WALL SLEEVE AT PTAC UNIT.  
COLOR OF LOUVER AND SLEEVE TO BE A CUSTOM COLOR TO MATCH 
ADJACENT SIDING COLOR 
09 FINISHES
09-A2 EXISTING 5/8" GYPSUM WALL BOARD
09-A3 5/8" GYPSUM WALL BOARD AROUND WINDOW OPENING. TAPE, MUD 
AND SAND JOINT BETWEEN NEW AND EXISTING GWB.
09-A4 5/8" GYPSUM WALL BOARD AT WALL AT FULL HEIGHT AND WIDTH OF 
WALL.  TAPE, MUD AND SAND CORNER JOINTS TO EXISTING GWB. 
09-A8 BEADED METAL J-TRIM AT END OF GWB.  CAULK JOINT BETWEEN J-




23 -A1 PTAC UNIT (PACKAGED TERMINAL AIR CONDITIONER)
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REMOVE  AND REINSTALL IF
NECESSARY, TYP.
ALL VINYL TRIM AT S-2 SIDING
TO MATCH S-2 SIDING COLOR
ALL VINYL TRIM AT S-2 SIDING










































































































































































2ND FLR BAY ADJACENT




































REMOVE  AND REINSTALL IF
NECESSARY, TYP.
ALL VINYL TRIM AT S-2 SIDING
TO MATCH S-2 SIDING COLOR
ALL VINYL TRIM AT S-2 SIDING



























































































































SCALE: 3/4"   =    1'-0"3
WALL SECTION
SCALE: 3/4"   =    1'-0"2
WALL SECTION
SCALE: 3/4"   =    1'-0"4
WALL SECTION
SCALE: 3/4"   =    1'-0"1
WALL SECTION
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CEILING AT FIRST FLOOR




























































































































































SCALE: 3/4"   =    1'-0"3
WALL SECTION
SCALE: 3/4"   =    1'-0"1
WALL SECTION
SCALE: 3/4"   =    1'-0"2
WALL SECTION
SCALE: 3/4"   =    1'-0"5
WALL SECTION
SCALE: 3/4"   =    1'-0"4
WALL SECTION
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ATTACHMENT OF POST CAP

























GALVANIZED AND FIELD PAINTED
3 X 3 X 1/4 TUBE STEEL POST FOR
SUPPORTING AND ATTACHING
DOWNSPOUTS. OCCURS AT
BUILDINGS 1501, 1502, 1503, 1504
AND 1505 ONLY.
SEE PLAN DETAIL 17/A6.0
12" DIAMETER CONCRETE PIER
FOR POST EMBEDDMENT. EXTEND
A MINIMUM OF 42" INTO GROUND.
PROVIDE 2" CROWNN ABOVE
EXISTING CONCRETE FLATWORK.






























































































































SCALE: 3/4"   =    1'-0"1
WALL SECTION
SCALE: 3/4"   =    1'-0"2
WALL SECTION
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SCREEN AT ALL OPERABLE
WINDOWS, TYP.
1/4" EXPANSION BETWEEN
TRIM AND FRAME, TYP. AT
ALL OPENINGS
TAPE AND MUD JOINT BETWEEN




P.LAM SILL WITH P.LAM









FACE OF ALL WINDOWS TO
BE FULLY PAINTED, TYP AT ALL
WINDOWS.
WRAP SELF ADHERING FLASHING
TAPE MIN. 3" INTO AND AROUND ALL

































A - VERTICAL SECTION






























































































































4 X 4 X 1/4" TUBE STEEL POST FOR
SUPPORTING AND ATTACHING
DOWNSPOUTS.







SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"1
PLAN DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"2
PLAN DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"3
PLAN DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"6
PLAN DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"7
PLAN DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"9
PLAN DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"10
PLAN DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"4
PLAN DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"8
PLAN DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"5
PLAN DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"11
PLAN DETAIL
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WINDOWS, TYP. AT ALL
WINDOWS
TAPE AND MUD JOINT
BETWEEN NEW AND
EXISTING  GWB. TYP. AT
ALL OPENINGS
06-A307-G6
SHIM AS REQ'D, TYP.
FINISHED BOTTOM
EGDE OF SILL WITH
P.LAM, TYP.
WRAP SELF ADHERING
FLASHING TAPE MIN. 3"
INTO AND AROUND ALL






S.S. FLASHING WITH DRIP
EDGE. WRAP 2" INTO SILL,
2 1/2" MINIMUM
09-A2








07-K1 PTAC WALL SLEEVE
BEYOND
PTAC ALUMINUM WALL
UNIT SLEEVE TO OVERLAP
S.S. FLASHING AND SIDING.
PAINTED CUSTOM COLOR










FLASHING TAPE MIN. 3"
INTO AND AROUND ALL
SIDES OF OPENING, TYP.
07-G6
WRAP SELF-ADHEREING
FLASHING TAPE MIN. 3"
INTO AND AROUND ALL









































FLASHING TAPE MIN. 3"
INTO AND AROUND ALL





























FLASHING TAPE MIN. 3"
INTO AND AROUND ALL














TYP AT ALL LOCATIONS















FLASHING TAPE MIN. 3"
INTO AND AROUND ALL
SIDES OF OPENING, TYP.












FLASHING TAPE MIN. 3"
INTO AND AROUND ALL













































FLASHING TAPE MIN. 3"
INTO AND AROUND ALL



















WINDOW, TYP. AT ALL
OPERABLE WINDOWS
TAPE AND MUD JOINT
BETWEEN NEW AND




OF SILL WITH P.LAM,
TYP.
WRAP SELF-ADHERING
FLASHING TAPE MIN. 3"
INTO AND AROUND ALL
SIDES OF OPENING, TYP.
SHIM AS REQ'D, TYP.















FLASHING TAPE MIN. 3"
INTO AND AROUND ALL
SIDES OF OPENING, TYP.


















FLASHING TAPE MIN. 3"
INTO AND AROUND ALL
SIES OF OPENING, TYP.



















FLASHING TAPE MIN. 3"
INTO AND AROUND ALL












































































































SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"12
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"11
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"5
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"15
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"14
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"1
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"8
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"7
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"9
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"6
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"2
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"3
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"13
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"16
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"4
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"10
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"19
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"17
SECTION DETAIL
SCALE: 3"       =    1'-0"18
SECTION DETAIL
BUILDINGS 1501-1505
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    C: CURTAIN WALL SYSTEM
    S: STOREFRONT SYSTEM
    W: WINDOW SYSTEM
INDICATES WINDOW TYPE WITH ALUMINUM
WINDOW SHADES.  SEE PLAN FOR
LOCATIONS.  SEE DETAILS AND SPEC FOR
MORE INFORMATION
A.    WINDOW VENDOR/INSTALLER SHALL BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL ENGINEERING OF THE
SYSTEM, & TO MEET ANTICIPATED WIND LOADS.  IT IS
THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE WINDOW SYSTEM
VENDOR/INSTALLER TO PROVIDE ALL NECESSARY
REINFORCING, CONNECTIONS AND MISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES FOR PROPER PERFORMANCE OF THE
WINDOW SYSTEM.
B.    WINDOW ELEVATIONS AND DETAILS INDICATE
OVERALL PROJECT SCOPE.  SEE SECTIONS AND
ENLARGED DETAILS FOR ADDITIONAL INFO.
CONTRACTOR TO VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS IN FIELD ,
AND COORDINATE WITH WINDOW MANUFACTURER /
INSTALLER FOR THE BEST PRACTICE.
C.   CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE ALL BLOCKING OR
SURFACES FOR SYSTEM ANCHORAGE PER WINDOW
SYSTEM MANUFACTURER'S REQUIREMENTS.
D.   SEE SPECIFICATION FOR GLAZING SCHEDULE &
TYPES, HARDWARE, AND ACCESSORIES, TYP.
E.    PROVIDE HEAT STRENGTHENED & TEMPERED
GLAZING WHERE REQUIRED BY CODES AND AS
RECOMMENDED  BY GLAZING MANUFACTURER &
GLASS SUPPLIERS. INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
DOORS, OPERABLE WINDOWS, GLAZING ADJACENT TO
DOORS (UP TO 3' WIDE) AND DOOR TRANSOMS.
G.   ALL OPERABLE WINDOWS SHOULD NOT EXCEED 5
POUNDS OF PRESSURE TO OPERATE PER ADA
REQUIREMENTS.
*C-01*
 GLAZING GENERAL NOTES
WINDOW TAG DESIGNATION LEGEND
COMBINATION OF LETTER AND NUMBER











































































BUILDINGS 1501-1507: 116 PER BUILDING
! ! ! ! (812 TOTAL)
*W02*
QUANTITY:
BUILDINGS 1501-1505: 8 PER BUILDING
! ! ! ! (60 TOTAL)
BUILDINGS 1506-1507: 16 PER BUILDING
! ! ! ! (32 TOTAL)
*W05*
QUANTITY:
BUILDINGS 1501-1505: 16 PER BUILDING
(80 TOTAL)






















































BUILDINGS 1501-1505: 4 PER BUILDING
(20 TOTAL)
















































































SEE SHEET A1.1 FOR LOCATIONS AT
CLERESTORY WINDOWS THAT
RECEIVE OBSCURING SURFACE







REMOVE EXISTING WINDOW SYSTEMS
AND TRIM. AREA OF EXISTING WINDOW
























WINDOWS PER BASE BID.
SEE 2/A3.1 FOR ELEVATION
REMOVE EXISTING VINYL SIDING,
RIGID INSULATION, AND FRAMING







REMOVE EXISTING WINDOW SYSTEMS
AND TRIM. AREA OF EXISTING WINDOW























REMOVE EXISTING VINYL SIDING,
RIGID INSULATION, AND FRAMING
AS REQUIRED FOR OPENING FOR
NEW WINDOWS
WINDOWS PER BASE BID.



































X 2X X 2X
GRAPHIC FILM APPLIED TO #4
SURFACE. A UNIQUE GRAPHIC
FOR EACH BUILDING WILL







BUILDINGS 1501-1507: 2 PER BUILDING
(14 TOTAL)
IN LEIU OF WINDOW TYPE W07
*W10*
QUANTITY:
BUILDINGS 1501-1507: 12 PER BUILDING
(84 TOTAL)
IN LEIU OF WINDOW DESIGN SHOWN







BUILDINGS 1501-1507: 4 PER BUILDING
(28 TOTAL)
IN LEIU OF WINDOW DESIGN SHOWN

















BUILDINGS 1501-1507: ADD 4 TO BASE BID PER BUILDING
(27 TOTAL)















































AREA OF EXISTING WINDOW
OPENING TO BE FILLED IN WITH













11 12 * W-08 *
WINDOWS PER BASE
BID. SEE 1 & 4/A3.1 FOR
ELEVATION
WINDOWS PER BASE
BID. SEE 1 & 4/A3.1
FOR ELEVATION
SCALE: 1/2"   =    1'-0"1 WINDOW ELEVATIONS
SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"5 ALTERNATE G-1: COURTYARD ELEVATION SCALE: 3/16" =    1'-0"4 ALTERNATE G-1: EXTERIOR COURTYARD ELEVATION
SCALE: 1/2"   =    1'-0"2 ALTERNATE G-1: WINDOW ELEVATIONS
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No. Location Manufacturer Color Comments
PT-1A Main Entry Doors at Building 1501 Sherwin Williams SW 0022 Patchwork Plum Door panel only, see PT-3 for frame color
PT1-B Main Entry Doors at Building 1502 Sherwin Williams SW 2819 Downing Slate Door panel only, see PT-3 for frame color
PT-1C Main Entry Doors at Building 1503 Sherwin Williams SW 2815 Renwick Olive Door panel only, see PT-3 for frame color
PT-1D Main Entry Doors at Building 1504 Sherwin Williams SW 2811 Rookwood Blue Green Door panel only, see PT-3 for frame color
PT-1D Main Entry Doors at Building 1505 Sherwin Williams SW 2817 Rookwood Amber Door panel only, see PT-3 for frame color
PT-1E Main Entry Doors at Building 1506 Sherwin Williams SW 2803 Rookwood Terra Cotta Door panel only, see PT-3 for frame color
PT-1F Main Entry Doors at Building 1507 Sherwin Williams SW 2831 Classical Gold Door panel only, see PT-3 for frame color
PT-2 Exit Doors and Frames at Stairwells Sherwin Williams SW 7046 Anonymous
PT-3 Hollow Metal Frames at Main Entry Doors Sherwin Williams SW 7046 Anonymous
PT-4 Interior Drywall Walls, Soffits and Ceilings Sherwin Williams custom SW called "IMSA" Coordinate with STR to match color
PT-5 Galvanized Steel Downspout Support Posts Benjamin Moore Super White
General Notes:
1. See paint specifications for paint product requirements and finishes for each substrate.
2. Per the specifications, provide a mock-up of each paint color the architects review and approval prior to proceeding with all work.
FINISH PAINTING SCHEDULE
Location Door Hardware General
No. Room Pair Width Height Thk Type Matl Finish Set Type Matl Finish Head Jamb Sill Remarks
100 MAIN ENTRANCE ! 3'-0" 6'-8" 1 3/4" FG HM P-1A - P-1F 1 2 HM P-1 HA JB S1, S2 AT ALL BUILDINGS-SEE SPECIFICATIONS FOR FINISH COLOR
101 STAIR 3'-0" 6'-8" 1 3/4" F HM P-1 3 1 HM P-1 HA JA S1 AT ALL BUILDINGS
102 MECHANICAL ROOM 3'-4" 6'-8" 1 3/4" F HM P-1 4 1 HM P-1 HA JA S1 AT BUILDINGS 1501, 1503 ONLY
102-1 MECHANICAL ROOM 4'-0" 6'-8" 1 3/4" F HM P-1 4 1 HM P-1 HA JA S1 AT BUILDINGS 1502, 1504, 1505, 1506, 1507 ONLY
102a COURTYARD ENTRANCE 3'-0" 6'-8" 1 3/4" N HM P-1 2 3 HM P-1 HA JA S1, S2 AT ALL BUILDINGS
103 STAIR 3'-0" 6'-8" 1 3/4" F HM P-1 3 1 HM P-1 HA JA S1 AT ALL BUILDINGS
104 MAIN ENTRANCE ! 3'-0" 6'-8" 1 3/4" FG HM P-1A - P-1F 1 2 HM P-1 HA JA S1, S2 AT ALL BUILDINGS-SEE SPECIFICATIONS FOR FINISH COLOR
105 STAIR 3'-0" 6'-8" 1 3/4" F HM P-1 3 1 HM P-1 HA JA S1 AT ALL BUILDINGS
106 STAIR 3'-0" 6'-8" 1 3/4" F HM P-1 3 1 HM P-1 HA JA S1 AT ALL BUILDINGS
DOOR SCHEDULE
Door Size Frame












NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
State of IllinoisSTR PARTNERS LLC
11/15/13
Chicago
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E1.1










NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
State of IllinoisSTR PARTNERS LLC
11/15/13
Chicago
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NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
State of IllinoisSTR PARTNERS LLC
11/15/13
Chicago
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NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
State of IllinoisSTR PARTNERS LLC
11/15/13
Chicago
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NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
State of IllinoisSTR PARTNERS LLC
11/15/13
Chicago
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NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
State of IllinoisSTR PARTNERS LLC
11/15/13
Chicago
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NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
State of IllinoisSTR PARTNERS LLC
11/15/13
Chicago
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NOTE: CONTRACTOR SHALL OBTAIN AND VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS AND CONDITIONS AT JOB SITE AND BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR SAME.
Pat Quinn, Governor
Illinois Capital Development Board
State of IllinoisSTR PARTNERS LLC
11/15/13
Chicago
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PLUMBING  PLAN - TYPICAL SECOND FLOOR
